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How to quantify coughing: correlations with
quality of life in chronic cough
A. Kelsall*,#, S. Decalmer*, D. Webster*, N. Brown*, K. McGuinness*,#,
A. Woodcock*,# and J. Smith*

ABSTRACT: Different methods are used for quantifying coughing in sound recordings, but as yet
no method has been shown to be more valid than any other. In the present study, the relationships
between three different units of cough were examined and their ability to predict subjective
ratings of cough and cough-related quality of life were evaluated.
In total, 70 subjects (mean¡SD age 55¡11.7 yrs, 51 (73%) females) with chronic unexplained
cough (median duration 4.8 yrs, interquartile range 2.5–10.1 yrs) performed fully ambulatory 24-h
sound recordings, which were manually counted by trained observers and quantified by 1)
explosive phases, 2) cough seconds and 3) cough epochs. Subjects also completed cough visual
analogue scales (VAS) and the Leicester Cough Questionnaire (LCQ).
All units of cough were strongly correlated; explosive phases and cough seconds correlated
slightly more strongly than cough seconds with cough epochs or explosive phases with cough
epochs. LCQ scores correlated moderately with explosive phases and seconds; epochs
correlated slightly less well. Cough VAS scores showed a similar pattern.
Explosive phases and seconds are interchangeable units of cough, moderately related to
subjective measures and cough-related quality of life; epochs are a less satisfactory alternative.
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he assessment of cough, both in clinical
practice and in clinical research, has been
impeded by a lack of valid tools. In recent
years, cough assessment has been improved by
the development of objective cough monitoring
systems [1–4] and cough-specific quality-of-life
questionnaires [5, 6]. Ambulatory sound recording systems are increasingly used to measure
coughing objectively, but there is no agreement
about the best method for quantifying the
recorded events. Indeed, many studies to date
have failed to describe how cough is defined or
quantified [7]. The European guidelines for the
assessment of cough state: ‘‘there is little to
commend any particular method of quantifying
cough over any other’’ [8].

T

Acoustic cough waveforms are generally
described as comprising three phases [9]: an
‘‘explosive’’ phase, produced by sudden opening
of the glottis; an ‘‘intermediate’’ phase as the
cough sound decays; and sometimes an additional ‘‘glottal’’ or ‘‘voiced’’ phase, produced by a
partial closure of the vocal cords (fig. 1). In

contrast, sound recordings of spontaneous
coughing find a much wider variety of patterns.
In disease, prolonged series of explosive phases
tend to occur (fig. 2), either after a single breath
or with several breaths interspersed; these are
often referred to as cough ‘‘epochs’’, ‘‘peals’’,
‘‘bouts’’ or ‘‘attacks’’ [7]. Consequently, coughing
is commonly quantified by counting either
explosive phases or epochs. A novel method
was recently described for quantifying coughing:
‘‘cough seconds’’ [10–13]. The number of seconds
containing at least one explosive phase is
counted, giving an estimate of the amount of
time spent coughing.
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Depending on the unit of cough, very different
results can be obtained from the same sound
recording. In figure 2, a series of cough waveforms can be quantified either as four explosive
phases, two cough seconds or a single cough
epoch. In small groups of patients with cystic
fibrosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
asthma, chronic cough or interstitial lung disease,
there is a linear relationship between cough
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seconds and explosive phases [14]. The relationships between
all the different units of cough in use have not been defined but
their understanding would facilitate comparison of studies
where the units differ.

cough. Additionally, the validity of these different cough units
was tested by examining correlations with the patients’
perception of cough, measured by the cough visual analogue
scale (VAS) and cough-specific quality of life.

The aim of the present study was to compare different
methods for quantifying coughing in subjects with chronic

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Subjects
Patients with chronic unexplained cough (.8 weeks’ duration)
were recruited from a tertiary referral clinic (North West Lung
Centre, Wythenshawe Hospital, Manchester, UK). Current
smokers and those who had stopped smoking for ,6 months
were excluded from the study. Approval was granted by the
Local Research Ethical Approval board (South Manchester,
UK) and written consent obtained.
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Cough recordings
Fully ambulatory 24-h sound recordings were made, using a
lapel microphone with either a modified MP3 player (IAudio;
Cowon Systems Inc., Seoul, South Korea; n531) or a validated
custom-built recording device (Vitalograph Ltd, Buckingham,
UK; n539). Participants were encouraged to continue their
normal daily routine over the monitoring period. Recordings
were downloaded to a PC and cough waveforms were
quantified by a trained observer using an audiovisual display
(CoolEdit20002; Syntrillium Software Corporation, Phoenix,
AZ, USA). Excellent inter- and intra-subject agreement has
been found for quantification of cough seconds, explosive
phases and cough epochs [15–18]. For each recording, coughs
were quantified according to the following three methods
(fig. 2 and online supplementary data).
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Explosive phases
The explosive phase is the characteristic sound recognised as a
cough. The irregular, noise-like waveform was readily differentiated from voiced phases, which were audibly voice-like
and had a regular (periodic) waveform (fig. 1).
Cough seconds
The number of seconds containing at least one explosive phase
were counted.
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Cough epochs
The number of periods of continuous coughing, with pauses of
,2 s, were counted. The audiovisual display of the sound
recordings showed the waveforms plotted against time,
allowing measurement of pauses. Cough epochs defined as
breaths containing at least one explosive phase could not be
examined using the present system, as it was not validated for
detecting breath sounds.
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FIGURE 1.

a) Typical cough sound waveform divided into the three acoustic

phases called the explosive (left), intermediate (centre) and voiced (right) phases.
b) The explosive phase on an expanded timescale, demonstrating the irregular,
noise-like appearance. c) The voiced phase on an expanded timescale, showing its
contrasting regular, periodic appearance.
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Subjective measures of cough
After each 24-h recording, subjects completed a cough VAS for
both day and night, i.e. a 100-mm linear scale, where the
extremes were marked ‘‘no cough’’ and ‘‘worst cough ever’’.
Cough-related quality of life was measured using the Leicester
Cough Questionnaire (LCQ), a validated questionnaire comprising 19 questions [5]. Scores ranged 3–21, with higher scores
representing better quality of life.
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Comparison of different methods for quantifying cough sound recordings. a) Explosive (#) and voiced (") phases in cough waveforms. b) Counting four

explosive phases. c) Counting two cough seconds. d) Counting one cough epoch (for further details see the online supplementary data).

Statistical analysis
Day, night and overall cough rates, for all three methods, were
positively skewed; logarithmic transformation (base 10) normalised the distributions. As night-time VAS and night-time
cough rates contained zero values, one unit was added to each
data point to allow logarithmic transformation.
RESULTS
Subjects
In total, 70 subjects (mean¡SD age 55¡11.7 yrs, 51 (73%)
females) with chronic unexplained cough (median duration
4.8 yrs, interquartile range (IQR) 2.5–10.1 yrs) were studied. Of
these subjects, two did not complete the cough VAS.

Cough quantification
The median cough rates for the three different cough units are
given in table 1. All three methods for quantifying cough were
highly correlated (table 2). The strongest correlation was
between explosive phases and cough seconds (shared variance
r250.98), while the correlations for each of these measures with
cough epochs were less strong (cough seconds and cough
epochs r250.84; explosive phases and cough epochs r250.80;
table 2 and fig. 3).
The median (IQR) epoch length was 2.9 (2.1–3.6) explosive
phases?epoch-1. There was no difference between the median
epoch length for day or night (2.7 (2.0–3.7) versus 3.1 (2.1–4.2),
respectively; p50.12).
TABLE 2

TABLE 1

Diurnal variation in cough rate for the three units
of cough

Pearson correlations between different units of
cough
log cough seconds

24-h
-1

Day

r coefficient

p-value
f0.001

Explosive phases?h

15.9 (8.6–23.0)

19.3 (11.4–33.6)

4.5 (1.3–10.6)

Cough seconds?h-1

12.2 (6.8–18.1)

16.3 (9.2–26.2)

3.4 (1.0–9.1)

log explosive phases

0.99

Cough epochs?h-1

5.1 (2.9–7.1)

6.4 (3.6–9.5)

1.4 (0.4–3.2)

log cough seconds

N/A

Data are presented as median (interquartile range).
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log cough epochs

Night
r coefficient p-value

0.90

f0.001

0.92

f0.001

c

N/A: not applicable.
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Correlations between a) cough seconds and explosive phases and b) cough epochs and explosive phases.

Subjective measures and quality of life
The mean¡SD total LCQ score was 12.3¡3.8, the median (IQR)
daytime VAS score was 40.0 (21.5–62.8) mm and the night-time
VAS score was 18.0 (5.3–45.8) mm. Over 24 h, the rates of
explosive phases and cough seconds had identical correlation
coefficients with the LCQ, explaining 28% of the variance
(table 3). Cough epochs correlated slightly less strongly and
explained 21% of the variance. Correlations between the VAS
and cough units showed a similar pattern.
DISCUSSION
The present study is the first to compare the three commonest
methods for quantifying coughs during ambulatory monitoring.
The measurements of explosive phases and cough seconds were
extremely strongly correlated with one another, sharing 98% of
their variance and, thus, being virtually interchangeable.
Moreover, both measures were similarly related to coughrelated quality of life and the patients’ subjective estimate of

TABLE 3
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cough severity. Cough epochs were less closely related to either
explosive phases or cough seconds, sharing 80% and 84% of
variance, respectively, and were less well correlated with
patients’ reports. Quantification in terms of epochs effectively
ignored epoch length; the poorer correlations with cough
quality of life and VAS imply that epoch length was important
to patients.
Cough-related quality of life and VAS are becoming widely used
to assess patients with cough. While all units of cough were
significantly correlated with both subjective measures, the
correlation coefficients were at best moderate, so the majority of
the variance in these scores is not explained by objective cough
frequency. It is inevitable that subjective scores and quality of life
are influenced by much more than just the number of coughs,
regardless of the units used. The intensity or effort involved in
coughing is ignored, but it is likely that the most intense coughs
have the greatest impact for patients. Anxiety and depression are

Correlations between different units of cough and subjective measures
LCQ

Day VAS

r coefficient

p-value

24-h

-0.53

f0.001

Day

-0.49

f0.001

Night

-0.36

0.002

24-h

-0.53

f0.001

Day

-0.50

f0.001

Night

-0.35

0.003

24-h

-0.46

f0.001

Day

-0.36

0.002

Night

-0.31

0.008

Night VAS

r coefficient

p-value

0.45

f0.001

r coefficient

p-value

0.67

f0.001

0.64

f0.001

0.60

f0.001

log explosive phases

log cough seconds
0.44

f0.001

log cough epochs
0.40

0.001

LCQ: Leicester Cough Questionnaire; VAS: visual analogue scale. Note that negative correlations are present for the LCQ as lower scores and worse quality of life were
associated with higher cough rates.
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common in chronic cough [19, 20] and may also be important. It
has recently been shown that anxiety scores significantly predict
cough-related quality of life [21]. Vigilance and recall may also
differ between patients. Cough is an episodic symptom, and
some subjects may be better than others at recalling the frequency
of cough and associated disruption; this is likely to be related to
how much attention they pay to the symptom.
These issues highlight the limitations of using subjective scores
or objective quantification of coughing alone. A comprehensive
assessment of cough requires both measures. In future,
methods that would allow an objective measure of cough
intensity would be a valuable addition to cough monitoring.
One limitation of the present study is that only cough epochs
defined as continuous coughing, with pauses of ,2 s, could be
examined. When monitoring coughing from sound alone, it
was not possible to count cough epochs defined as a single
expiratory effort with multiple explosive phases. A simultaneous measure of respiratory rate would be needed, which
may give different results.
In conclusion, the current study showed that different units of
cough quantification were remarkably highly correlated.
Explosive phases and cough seconds were correlated sufficiently closely to be interchangeable, and correlated moderately with cough-related quality of life and subjective
assessment of cough severity. Cough epochs were a less
satisfactory alternative.
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